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 I am an enthusiastic and driven individual. Every time I set myself a new task or a new role in a 

team, I aim to carry it out to the best of my ability. Recently, outside of my veterinary studies, 

I've started dance (ballet and pole) from scratch, and have really come to realise that I thrive in 

environments in which I am constantly challenged. I also really enjoy getting out of the academic 

Cambridge bubble, and during my year of being IVSA Promotions Officer, this has given me the 

opportunity to meet incredible people and have a great time! I am also passionate about 

travelling and immersing myself in different cultural environments. 

As the outgoing IVSA Promotions Officer, I am familiar with the operation of IVSA UK & Ireland. I 

have worked with an incredible team this past year and made many achievements including our 

successful first live meeting in October with our IVSA Reps. As such I have experience in 

coordinating the promotional material to both AVS and IVSA Reps. I have also published an extra 

winter newsletter recently, as well as the summer newsletter. As IVSA Cambridge Rep I have the 

added experience in engaging students via regular IVSA updates and organising exchanges. 

The past year has been a fulfilling one - with the establishment of an official coordination system  

for Facebook posts with the AVS Communications Officer, the publication of two full 

newsletters, leading the Vet Books for Africa campaign and the continuation of Instagram posts, 

I endaevour to continue these in my next term. One thing that I aim to prioritise is the IVSA 

website which has been problematic during my term, and I hope to work on this with the new 

Communications Officer to reinforce our main promotional platform. I would also like to make 

some improvements to our IVSA UK&I logo design. 

I have hopefully demonstrated my abilities as the outgoing IVSA Promotions Officer through my 

achievements as above, and I would like to take this opportunity in my penultimate year of 

veterinary studies to continue to encourage more students to engage and participate in IVSA 

associated activities. I have also the experience of IVSA UK&I activities, as well as IVSA Global 

activities since I attended the Congress in Krakow last summer. As such I will be able to support 

my team as well as support other students interested in participating in IVSA Global events!  


